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Abstract
Problems of cooperation have often been simplified as the choice between defection
and cooperation, although in many empirical situations it is also possible to walk
away from the interaction. We present the results of two lab-in-the-field experiments
with a diverse pool of subjects who play optional and compulsory public goods
games both with and without punishment. We find that the most important institution
to foster cooperation is punishment, which is more effective in a compulsory game.
In contrast to Rand and Nowak (Nat Commun 2(1):1–7, 2011), we find that loners
are not responsible for anti-social punishment, which is mostly imputable to low-
contributors (free-riders). Loners neither totally free-ride nor they significantly
punish cooperators (or other types of players): they simply avoid all forms of par-
ticipation whenever possible.

Keywords Cooperation · Optional public goods game · Exit · Punishment · Lab
in the field experiment

1 Introduction

The studies of mechanisms and conditions that support cooperation among unrelated
individuals are foundational for both social scientists and researchers of animal
behaviour (Bicchieri, 1997; Riolo et al., 2001). Social dilemma games, in which
individuals face a binary choice between a cooperative and a non-cooperative action,
are among the most important theoretical and experimental tools through which
cooperation is studied (Trivers, 1971). Many real-life situations, however, cannot be
simplified to a mere choice between cooperating and not cooperating. Individuals
often can also opt-out from interactions, giving up both potential benefits of
cooperation and potential gains from free-riding. For example, a person can decide to
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not to join a business alliance (Seale et al., 2006), to quit a job if she does not like the
work environment, to abstain from attending a game of a sports team or the premiere
performance of her orchestra. In all these cases, the person instead of opting-out
could have joined and withhold the effort associated with the creation of the public
good of the group (e.g., the objective of the work group, the performance of the sport
team or orchestra), thus acting as a free-rider. Similarly, abstaining from a work in a
company or from a research group in academia, are examples in which an employee
does not cooperate anymore with others in his group, while also not free-riding.
Participation in an international political or military alliance (such as the European
Union or NATO) is also a possible example of cooperation with the possibility of
opt-out. Being a participating member who contributes to the joint budget
corresponds to the role of the cooperator, while a free-rider country is one who
reaps the benefits of the alliance, without contributing to its balance (e.g., failing to
invest sufficient resources in the defense sector for a NATO member). Finally, a
country can decide to stay out of the alliance altogether, or to exit it, giving up both
the benefits from the alliance (e.g., protection, free trade) and its participation costs
(e.g., defense investments, contributions to the common budget). We will label the
latter kind of actors as loners.

The scientific literature has conceptualized not taking part in a social dilemma
interaction in multiple ways: as exit after play (Schuessler, 1989; Phelan et al., 2005;
Vanberg & Congleton, 1992), as walking away (Aktipis, 2004), as opting-out (Orbell
& Dawes, 1993; Batali and Kitcher, 1995; Hauert et al., 2002a, b), and—when opting
out is not voluntary—as exclusion (Liu et al., 2018, 2019). In all these cases,
cooperation is enhanced by the possibility of non-participating through various
mechanisms such as: the possibility to exit the game after defection of the interaction
partner and the threat it imposes on play (Schuessler 1989), the round-robin
elimination of opportunistic counterparts due to their lower overall performance in
repeated games (Phelan et al., 2005), the positive assortment of cooperation strategies
favoured by the exit and exclusion mechanisms (Aktipis, 2004; Liu et al.,
2018, 2019), and its interaction with reputational mechanisms (Podder et al.,
2021). Relatedly, when the population of loners is large enough, cooperating survives
evolutionary pressure (Batali and Kitcher, 1995) leading some authors to suggest that
a plausible scenario to start cooperation is a world dominated by loners, not by
defectors (Castro & Toro, 2008). Further, opting-out in a public goods game solves
the problem of cooperation by undermining the free-riding strategy of defectors that
cannot exploit loners (Hauert et al., 2002a, 2002b). In any case, the relevant
parameter for the outcome is the outside option associated with refusing to play
(Macy & Skvoretz, 1998).

Despite the many theoretical arguments proposing that voluntary participation
may stimulate cooperation, only a few empirical studies have examined the issue
(Orbell & Dawes, 1993; Nosenzo and Tufano, 2017; Ehrhart et al., 1999; Hauk 2003;
My & Chalvignac, 2010). These studies compare the effects of entry and exit options
on cooperation, using a public goods game experiment. They show that the opt-out or
exit option is capable of sustaining cooperation through the value of the threat, while
the entry strategy is not as effective (Nosenzo & Tufano, 2017). Thus, these results
highlight that exit and opting-out are efficient institutions for enhancing cooperation
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when they are credible threats, i.e. when there are other interactions or benefits
outside the current interactions. In absence of an outside option, there is no evidence
that opting out can enhance cooperation.

In this paper, we highlight that the availability of another institution, punishment,
sheds light on the motivations behind the choice to opt-out. The focus on the
combination of opt-out and punishment differentiates our contribution from
experimental exercises in which there is a voluntary choice in the selection of a
contribution out of different options (Chakravarty & Fonseca, 2017) and from those
on endogenous group formation (Brekke et al., 2011; Page et al., 2005). In fact, none
of the previous contributions explored the interaction between opting-out and
punishment behaviour. Several real-life situations that can be conceptualized as
optional public good games, involve also the possibility of punishment. Returning to
the example of economic and political alliances, the ‘Brexit’ example (with the UK
leaving the European Union) makes it clear that opting out can entail the possibility
of being punished for this action by participants, which can decide to impose
sanctions and trade restriction to the party opting out. It is also noticeable how the
incentives to punish vary significantly when we consider the different positions
toward the UK of net-contributors to the Union and net-receivers of EU funds.

Considering the interaction between punishment and opt-out, it is not only
important for finding out the true motivational background behind the latter, but
allows also to gain a deeper understanding of the conditions under which such
interaction builds efficient institutions for solving social dilemmas. While post-
interaction punishment alone has been demonstrated to provide a powerful solution
to social dilemmas, both by theoretical (Helbing et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2015; Fang
et al., 2019) and experimental work (Fehr and Gächter, 2000; Boyd et al., 2003), it
remains an open question how opting-out impacts the effectiveness of the
punishment institution. When punishment is interacted with opting-out, the set of
possible punishment strategies is significantly increased. Outcomes might differ
depending on whether only certain punishment strategies are allowed—e.g., when
players can punish defectors but not cooperators (Fowler, 2005) or whether all
strategies can be punished (Brandt et al., 2006; Rand & Nowak, 2011). While the first
case leads to high cooperation, the second generates cyclic behaviours—confirmed in
experiments (Semmann et al., 2003)—that do not allow any prediction concerning
the sustainability of cooperation. Similarly, the success of cooperators who also
decide to punish defectors depends on the presence of an opt-out strategy which
provides larger payoffs than the the payoff of defectors who are punished (Hauert
et al., 2007).

In the present paper, we study how the introduction of punishment impacts the
ability of opting-out to induce cooperation. We run two experiments, where we study
the introduction of punishment in a public goods game with and without the
possibility of opting out from participation. We select a sample from the general local
population of two Italian regions aimed at maximizing diversity (detailed discussion
of the sample is reported in the Sect. 2.2). A similar design to ours is the one devised
by Rand & Nowak (2011), which tests punishment behaviour in an optional public
goods game in a between-subject design, in order to study whether loners engage in
anti-social punishment when forced to participate (Herrmann et al., 2008). Similarly
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to us, Nosenzo and Tufano (2017) test the implications of the introduction of
institutional variations of participation on cooperation. In this regard, our contribu-
tion is to explore the role of punishment on the ability of the opting-out mechanism
to generate cooperation.

Given the presence of voluntary punishment opportunities in empirical social
dilemma situations characterized by the opt-out option, the interaction between these
two elements is an important path to follow. It is important to study the two
institutions together, in order to assess whether the effectiveness of punishment in
sustaining cooperation, depends on whether the social dilemma is characterized by
optional or compulsory participation. With our design, we are also capable to pin
down the reasons why the two institutions may be more effective together or
separately. In fact, we can track down the behaviour of those who always participate
in games and those who opt-out whenever possible (loners), both with and without
the presence of punishment, and assess how their contributions differs for alternative
institutional settings.

We run a within-subject design with the objective of comparing the behaviour of
the same participant in different institutional conditions, i.e. with and without the
option to participate, with and without punishment. This design, similar to Rand &
Nowak (2011), allows to identify those who decide to not participate and to compare
their behavior in the optional game to one in the mandatory game, both without and
with punishment. As we propose different institutions to the same pool of subjects,
clearly there is a between-game effect, because the same participants play all the
games one after the other. This between-game learning, is functional to the objectives
of the research: once participants have expressed their preference about participation
in the optional game and then are forced to participate in the compulsory game, we
can study their behavior in the latter, knowing that they would rather be out of the
game if given the opportunity. Similarly, when punishment is introduced, we can
track down the optional vs compulsory game effect interacted with the presence of
the punishment institution, knowing that participants have experienced the same
choice situation without punishment, and verifying how they adopt or reject
punishment as a tool to induce cooperation. The final contribution of our work is the
ability to explore also punishment behaviour of participants and loners, and provides
a test of Rand & Nowak (2011) hypotheses on the behaviour of loners as punishers of
cooperators, with a diverse sample and a lab-in-the-field in-presence experimental
setting.

1.1 Hypotheses

Based on the literature discussed so far we are able to formulate five hypotheses
concerning the relationships between opt-out and punishment. The literature on the
effect of the option to participate on cooperation (Orbell & Dawes, 1993; Nosenzo
and Tufano, 2017; Hauk, 2003; My & Chalvignac, 2010), suggests that in a public
goods game, the option to exit the interaction is an effective mechanism to sustain
cooperation, when the outside option is a credible threat. This led us to hypotesize
that,
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Hypotheses 1 Optional play induces higher cooperation than compulsory play in a
public goods game where punishment is not allowed.

While there is no literature using punishment in an experiment with the optional
public goods game, building on the corresponding literature on the public goods
game with compulsory participation which suggests that cooperators are often able to
sustain high contributions to the public good through costly monetary punishment of
free-riders (Fehr and Gächter, 2000; Chaudhuri, 2011), we expect that punishment
would exert a significant positive effect on cooperation. Thus, we hypothesize that:

Hypotheses 2 Introducing the punishment institution increases cooperation in
public good games, both with compulsory and with optional participation.

The literature does not provide any reference to predict whether compulsory or
optional play would generate higher or lower contributions, when punishment is
present. However, our intuition is that punishment is more effective when
compulsory play is present. Indeed, in a repeated interaction, free riders can use
the option to exit to avoid being punished as well as loners opt out of participation if
they are not willing to cooperate.

Hypotheses 3 In the presence of the punishment institution, compulsory play results
in higher cooperation than optional play.

Finally, building on Rand & Nowak (2011), which one of our experiments largely
replicates in a more diverse (see the next section for details) sample and with a lab-in-
the-field setup, we will test two further hypotheses [corresponding respectively to
HP1 and HP2 in Rand & Nowak (2011)]. First, we hypothesize that:

Hypotheses 4 Loners are low contributors when forced to participate in a public
goods game.

Previous literature has clarified the role of high and low contributors for social and
anti-social punishment (Herrmann et al., 2008). While high contributors likely punish
low contributors (social punishment), low contributors can be perverse punishers,
punishing high contributors (with a degree of heterogeneity, see Herrmann et al.
(2008)).

According to Rand & Nowak (2011), loners are responsible for the punishment of
high contributors, as a form of defense against their imposition of unwanted
participation to the game. As a consequence, we expect two behaviors: first, that low
contributors in compulsory games will opt for the loner’s payoff if given the chance,
and this is the reason in support of our HP4. Second, that loners can become anti-
social punishers when forced to participate in a public goods game, which is our
HP5:

Hypotheses 5 Loners are anti-social punishers when forced to participate in a public
goods game.
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2 Materials and methods

In order to test our hypotheses, we run two experiments on a total of N ¼ 236
different subjects, for a total of 16 sessions, with every individual allowed to
participate in only one session. We will call the first experiment E1 (comprising 176
subjects in 11 sessions) and the second E2 (60 subjects in 5 sessions).

The number of participants was 16 for each experimental session. In some cases,
due to last minute drop-out, we run sessions with 12 subjects. Average session time
was 1 h, and payoffs were expressed in experimental points (tokens), with each token
corresponding to 0.04 €. The average payments per person was around 15 Euros,
plus a show up fee of 5 euros.

2.1 Recruitment and sample selection

The problem of cooperation is intrinsically linked with the problem of social norms
(Bicchieri, 2005; Bigoni et al., 2016) and involves society as a whole. For this
reason, we selected a sample from the general local population at the time of the
experiment. However, due to limitations in the pool of available potential
participants, the actual sample over-represents females, students and younger
individuals and under-represents males, retired, inactive, and older people, with
respect to the Italian population as photographed by the 2011 census. Table 1 reports
the sample composition and the discrepancy with respect to the underlying
population. Despite these limitations, a broad spectrum of the population is covered
by the sample, unlike in prevalent lab experiments with university students or online
experiments where participants are more difficult to monitor.

The experiment was conducted with the use of a mobile laboratory for
experimental economics. The experimental software was developed in Python using
the o-Tree platform (Chen et al., 2016). This software platform was chosen as it
allowed running experiments on devices with touchscreens (such as tablets) and with
a web-based graphical user interface. These are more likely to be familiar to the
wider population, which does not necessarily possesses computer proficiency.
Accordingly, participants to all sessions assessed positively the easiness of use of
both o-Tree and the tablets (see Table S18 in Supplementary Material).

Experimental sessions were run in the Italian provinces of Modena (in the
municipalities of Vignola and Mirandola), Reggio Emilia (in the main town of the

Table 1 Sample composition
and discrepancy with respect to
national population

Italy Sample Italy Sample

Age class Gender

18–25 10% 37% Male 49% 38%

26–35 15% 21% Female 51% 63%

36–45 19% 12% Occupational status

46–55 18% 14% Employed 57% 49%

56–65 15% 10% Retired/inactive 31% 17%

65 ? 25% 6% Students 12% 34%
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province), Macerata (in the main town of the province), Fiastra (Province of
Macerata), Petritoli (Province of Fermo) between November 2015 and May 2018. In
Vignola, Petritoli and Mirandola the experimental sessions were organized in the
municipalities’ council chambers while in Reggio Emilia, the experimental sessions
were organized at the university. Sessions in Macerata were run at the Department of
Economics of the University; sessions in Fiastra were run on a container used by
citizens as recovery at the time of the emergency, made available by a local
association. All venues used for the experiment were accessible by car and public
transport. The general characteristics of the towns selected are described in Table S19
of Supplementary Material.

The sample was recruited (for each location) from the general population, with the
aim of maximizing the diversity of the sample. In order to reach potential volunteers,
1000 letters were sent to random families selected from the lists of residents in the
municipalities involved. Moreover, written advertisements (flyers and posters) were
posted in a large number of restaurants, bars, shops. Further general diffusion was
obtained with advertisements through the municipalities newsletter and Facebook
pages. Finally, about 4000 ex-students from all faculties of the University of Modena
and Reggio Emilia (graduated from 2009 to 2015) were contacted through email,
inviting them to spread the information about the experiment. Potential volunteers
were invited to register for the experiment either through a web–form, by email or by
phone. Registered individuals were then randomly assigned to one of the sessions of
the experiments realized in their municipality. All sessions were run on Saturdays in
order to promote a wider and more diverse participation.

The pool of candidates registered for the experiments were selected for sessions
imposing two restrictions. First, the candidate had to be 18 years or older at the time
of the experiment (this restriction was required for legal reasons). Second, only
residents of either the administrative municipalities in which the session was run, or
of the neighboring ones, could participate in an experiment run there. Locations of
the sessions, dates and times are reported in Table S18.

The experiments were conducted in accordance with regulations and relevant
guidelines for experiments with human subjects of the REBEL (Reggio Emilia
Behavioural Economics Laboratory) at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
and approved by the REBEL ethics committee.

2.1.1 Experimental procedures

Upon arrival at the experimental session, subjects were registered and assigned a seat
where they were given an informed consent, a privacy consent, and data release form
to read and sign. Participants were informed that they were allowed to leave at any
moment and obtain the show up fee, but nobody left the sessions. Participants were
made aware of the fact that oral communication was forbidden during the
experimental sessions. Moreover, mobile cubicles were used to make visual contact
among participants impossible.

All instructions were read aloud by one (the same for all sessions) experienced
experimenter. Moreover, the instructions for the current game were available at the
bottom of the screen at any time during the associated task.
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For each part of the experiment, instructions for the task were read aloud by the
experimenter. Before moving on to the payoff relevant decisions, subjects were then
asked to respond to 3–4 control questions, which would not affect the game’s
earnings. Given the complex nature of the recruiting procedure, we did not exclude
subjects that did not respond correctly to the answers, instead we gave clear feedback
on the control questions to the participants. After answering to the control questions,
in the next page of the software, participants were provided with a calculated
explanation in order to help them to fully understand the game structure. Moreover,
we collected data related to the performance of the participants in the game and used
the variable as a control in the analysis.

At the end of the sessions of both experiments, we run a guessing game and a
dictator game (four players) as controls for strategic reasoning (cognitive ability) and
individual pro-sociality (unrelated to community norms of cooperation). Results of
these games are not analysed in this paper and are reported in Pancotto and Righi
(2021). Finally, participants were asked to fill up a survey with demographics data
and provided feedback about all the games played, together with the conversion of
experimental tokens in Euros. Payments were made privately in cash at the end of the
session.

2.2 Experimental design

2.2.1 The public goods game

All tasks discussed in this paper were variations of the same basic discrete version of
the public good game, each featuring different institutional variations. In each round
of the game, session participants were divided in groups of four. Each group member
received an endowment of e ¼ 40 experimental tokens and had to decide
(simultaneously with other group members) how much of its endowment to invest
in a common project, choosing a discrete contribution level ðci 2 0; 10; 20; 30; 40Þ
and knowing that the residual ðe� ciÞ would remain in their private account. The
tokens shared by the individual members were summed up, doubled and shared
equally among group members. Hence, individual earnings were determined as
follows:

pi ¼ e� ci þ a
XN

j¼0

cj;

where a is the marginal per-capita return (MPCR) of the public good. Free-riding is
the dominant strategy, for rational self-interested individuals, when MPCR is above
1/N and below 1. Social welfare is instead maximised when everyone contributes the
whole endowment. The discrete contributions framework was chosen with the aim to
facilitate calculations and understanding of the game for the participants.
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2.2.2 Optional participation

In rounds of the game where participation is optional, by opting out, the individual
reward (outside option) is the initial endowment (ci ¼ 40), while earnings from the
public good are divided, in equal parts, only among participants.

As a consequence of this choice, the MPCR decreases as a function of the number
of participants, given that the multiplication factor remains fixed at two, regardless of
the number of participants. For N ¼ 0, nobody participates and the PGG does not
take place. Notably, the case of nobody participating to the PGG and the case in
which all participants contribute ci ¼ 0 are ex-post payoff equivalent for a group
member. Indeed, in both cases loners and free-riders (zero contributors) obtain the
same payoff, ci ¼ 40. However, before knowing how many will contribute to the
PGG, free-riders may expect a positive return from the PGG, while the loners’ payoff
is fixed and independent of others’ decisions. This consideration highlights how
loners might lack trust towards other group members. Indeed, from an individual
payoff point of view, the Nash equilibrium implies that it would always be more
convenient to participate to the public goods game and free ride, rather than to stay
out of it entirely.

2.2.3 Punishment

In rounds of the game in which the punishment is available, subjects can choose
among three possible actions, A, B or C: choosing option A has no effect on either
player; choosing option B causes a player to lose 4 points while the target player
loses 12 points; and choosing option C causes a player to lose 8 points while the
target player loses 24 points. This punishment structure correspond to a 1:3
punishment technology.

Punishment is carried out with the strategy method, originally proposed by Selten
et al. (2003). Indeed, the participant must indicate which action (A, B, C) they would
take towards group members choosing each possible contribution level (0, 10, 20, 30,
40) and toward players opting-out of the game (in rounds in which the option is
available to participants). The computer would then assign, randomly, pairs of
participants in each group, and calculate the relative punishment levels, depending on
the choices actually implemented by the pair. For example, agent A can be randomly
assigned to punish agent B from his group and being punished according to the
decisions of agents C (with agent B and C that can be both equal or different) from
his group of four. The punishment of agent A toward agent B will be determined by
the strategy method’s choice of agent A for the level of contribution chosen by agent
B. The punishment of A for his contribution level will be the one chosen by C for
that contribution level. Subjects are allowed to condition their punishment choice on
the other player’s contribution/participation during that round as they can observe the
amount contributed by the other players in the group. However, - as noted - they
cannot directly target their punishment at a specific subject, but only at a level of
contribution. It is worth noticing that, thanks to this punishment structure, subjects
are always allowed to decide not to punish, which means that the punishment
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decision is always optional. Subjects were informed of this procedure and payment
structure.

The two experiments that we run follow the timelines reported respectively in
Fig. 1a for E1 and Fig. 1b for E2. In all cases, the public goods games were run with
the parameters reported above. The translation of the experimental instructions is
provided in Section S4 of Supplementary Material.

2.2.4 Experiment 1

The first experiment (E1) involved 176 participants and was composed of three tasks.
In the first task, an Optional Public Goods Game (O-PGG) was followed by a
Compulsory Public Goods Game (C-PGG). Between each round of the game, groups
were reshuffled and participants were informed that they would play with new—
different—group members. Indeed, in order to obtain a stranger matching protocol,
every time the participants played a different PGG, groups were reshuffled (in
Fig. 1a, b, the ‘new’ light-green sign indicates that there is a group reshuffling).

In the Optional game, after explaining the rules of the PGG, subjects could decide
to exit the game, in exchange for a fixed amount of points (ci ¼ 40). This payoff is
the loners’ payoff in Rand & Nowak (2011) model, where a loner gets a payoff which
is lower than the payoff of a cooperator in a group of cooperators. We use the choice
to opt-out in this stage to identify loners. Then, subjects who chose to participate,
decided their contribution level (labelled C11). After reshuffling, subjects were asked
to make a compulsory contribution decisions (COMPULSORY in the Figure), with
the same structure as in the preceding O-PGG, but without the possibility to opt-out.
This contribution decision in the compulsory game is labelled C12.

After further re-matching, we run the second part of the experiment, consisting of
the Optional PGG with Punishment (O-PGG-P). The O-PGG-P, was composed of
three decisions: first subjects had to decide whether to participate in the game. Only

(a) Experiment 1 (E1) timeline

(b) Experiment 2 (E2) timeline

Fig. 1 Time line of experiments
E1 and E2. C11: contribution to
the optional PGG without
punishment; C12: Contribution
to the compulsory PGG without
punishment; C2: contribution to
the optional PGG with
punishment; C3: contribution to
the compulsory PGG with
punishment; new: groups are
reshuffled; eye symbol indicates
that participants observe
contributions in that particular
stage
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those who agreed to participate made a contribution decision in the PGG (C2).
Second, all subjects in the group observed the decisions of other group members, i.e.
how much each group member contributed, but without precise identification of the
single participant that contributed each amount (this is indicated with the eye symbol
in the timeline). This is the only moment where subjects received a feedback in one
round of the experiment. Subjects were informed of the possibility of punishing and
being punished and of the process through which it was going to happen before they
started taking decisions. In the third decision of the second part, all subjects went
through a punishment stage, in which everyone had to express whether and how
much they wanted to punish each possible contribution level, as well as the exit
option (for a total of 6 different choices), at a cost for themselves. This decision is
indicated as PUN2 in Fig. 1a. The punishment decisions that became payoff-relevant
was selected randomly by the computer, as previously described. This punishment
method allows to obtain information on behavioral response to all possible decisions
of others and helps to identify the strategies participants follow. With our design, we
will also be able to assess the responses of loners, who are similar to third party
punishers (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004; Bravo et al., 2015) that observe the society
and judge behaviours without being directly involved in it, with the notable difference
that the loners can themselves be punished.

Finally, in the third part of E1, we run a compulsory PGG with punishment (C-
PGG-W/P) identical to the game of the second part, but without the possibility to stay
out of the game (C3). Participants observed the contribution levels of group members
and then decided about the punishment level (PUN3). This compulsory version of the
game aims at studying the behaviour of loners when forced to participate in a game
with punishment.

This experimental design reproduces closely the setup of Rand & Nowak (2011),
with three notable differences. The first is that we run the experiment in a lab-in-the-
field setting and not online. The second was that loners were allowed to punish others
in the O-PGG-P. The third was that the same participants were asked to play both the
games without and with punishment, in this order. As our main objective is to assess
the impact of introducing the punishment institution on subject behaviours this
change of design is essential to our objective. Indeed, through this design we are able
to assess the impact of having a mandatory participation, both without and with
punishment.

2.2.5 Experiment 2

The second experiment (E2), run with 60 subjects different from the previous ones, is
identical to E1 except for the fact that the initial O-PGG was removed and the
participants moved directly to the C-PGG stage. The remaining parts of the design
were identical to E1.

Just as in E1, subjects were not informed about the outcome of first part of the
game before running the second and the third part. They only observed the
contribution levels of other group members before the punishment stage (the eye
symbol in the time line of Fig. 1a, b), even though they could not exactly identify the
specific group member who contributed a specific amount.
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We stress that both in E1 and E2, participants were allowed to punish also those
who opted-out (loners). Furthermore, in contrast to Rand & Nowak (2011)’s design,
loners are also asked to make a punishment decision.

3 Results

3.1 Contributions under different institutions

We first report overall contribution rates, together with a Mann–Whitney test (MW)
to test whether the results from the two experiments are comparable.

Results of the two experiments are indeed comparable as the difference between
overall average contributions is not significant (E1 = 26.45 vs E2 = 25.97,
MW=59832, p = 0.3776, two-sided, Table 2, first line), and contributions in the
different parts of the game between E1 and E2 are non significantly different, except
for the Optional game with punishment (C2), which is significantly larger in E1 than
in E2 at 5% (MW, p = 0.041). A possible explanation of this significant difference is
the small difference in the design of the two experiments. In E1, subjects play the
optional game with punishment after having played the same game without
punishment at the beginning of the experiment. By contrast, there is no such game in
the beginning of E2. Subjects may be prone to some kind of learning in E1, whereas
this is not the case in E2.

Therefore, having established the comparability of the data between the two
experiments, we analyze pooled data.1

In Fig. 2, we plot the mean contributions of each stage, indicating with shapes the
Participation rule (triangle for optional, circle for compulsory participation) and with
color the institution (green for a stage without punishment, blue for one with
punishment). First, by comparing C11 and C12, we observe that the difference is
quite small: a Wilcoxon matched pair test of the difference in mean contribution
between stage C11 and C12 confirms that this difference is not statistically significant
(p = 0.397). So, we state that:

Finding 1 In the optional play without punishment and in the compulsory game
contributions do not differ. We cannot confirm HP 1.

Table 2 Comparison of
contributions levels between E1
and E2 (Mann–Whitney test for
independent samples)

Avg. contributions E1 ? E2 E1 MW E2
N ¼ 236 N ¼ 176 E1 vs E2 N ¼ 60

Overall 26.35 26.45 p ¼ 0:18 25.97

C11 25.91 25.91 – –

C12 25.23 25.39 p ¼ 0:31 25.16

C2 26.41 27.15 p ¼ 0:041 24.44

C3 27.62 27.44 p ¼ 0:45 28.16

1 We however report results for E1 and E2 separately in supplementary material, with qualitatively
equivalent results.
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Second, again in Fig. 2 we observe that contributions are higher in stages when the
punishment institution is present (C2 and C3 ) with respect to stages without
punishment (C11 and C12), independently from the participation rule. In fact, if we
pool together contributions in optional and compulsory data without punishment, we
obtain a value of 25.75 (mean contributions of C11 and C12), lower than the average
contribution of stages with punishment (C2 and C3), which is 27.07. This difference
is statistically significant using with a Wilcoxon matched pair test (V = 5747, and p
\10�4).

We thus find support for the fact that:

Finding 2 Contributions are significantly higher when the punishment institution is
present. We confirm HP 2.

Finally, we compare average contribution in the stage where both compulsory
participation and punishment is present (C3) with all the other stages, with a
Wilcoxon matched pair test [C11 (25.91) < C3 (27.62), p = 0.006, C12 (25.33) < C3
(27.62), p = 0.002, C2 (26.41) < C3 (27.62), p = 0.011] and find that:

Finding 3 Contributions are the highest when punishment is possible and
participation is compulsory. We confirm HP 3.

In the next paragraph, we will explain these results by studying the decisions of
participants and loners.

3.2 Individual cooperation

In this section, we explore further the results presented in Findings 2 and 3. To this
end, we separate average contribution levels between participants and loners

Fig. 2 Mean values of contributions for each institution and participation rule
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(Table 3), and look at how these two groups contribute under different institutional
structures.

First, we compare loners and participants. As expected, loners contribute
significantly less than participants in the compulsory game both without punishment
(C1.2: participants = 25.73, loners = 20.83, MW, p = 0.09) and with punishment (C3:
participants = 28.33, loners = 23.94, MW, p = 0.02). These results hold when looking
at E1 and E2 separately (bottom panels of Table 3). This result supports our HP 3 and
confirms the results of Rand & Nowak (2011):

Finding 4 Loners contribute significantly less than participants in a compulsory
game, showing a different willingness to cooperate. We confirm HP 4.

Moving the attention to the behavior of participants, we first notice a statistically
non-significant reduction in their contributions when comparing the optional (C11 =
25.91) and compulsory games (C12 = 25.33) without punishment. Such reduction is

Table 3 Average contributions of participants and loners

E1 ?

E2
All
subjects

N.
part

Participants (mean
contr.)

Loners (mean
contr.)

N
loners

C11 25.91 164 25.91 – 12

(# WX: p = 0.39)

C12 25.33 – 25.73 (! MW: p =
0.090)

20.83

C2 26.41 198 26.41 (# WX: p =
0.046)

38

– (# WX: p = 0.03)

C3 27.63 – 28.33 (! MW: p =
0.02)

23.94

E1 All subjects N part. Participants Loners N loners

C11 25.91 164 25.91 – – 12

(# WX: p = 0.39))

C12 25.41 25.73 (! MW: p = 0.090) 20.83 –

C2 27.15 144 27.15 – (# WX: p = 0.044) 32

(# WX: p = 0.18)

C3 27.44 28.06 (! MW: p = 0.098) 24.69 –

E2 All subjects N part. Participants Loners N loners

C1.2 25.16 25.74 (! p = 0.08) – –

C2 24.44 54 24.44 – – 6

(# WX: 0.0028) – –

C3 28.16 29.07 (! MW: p = 0.037) 20.00 –
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influenced not only by the expected lower contribution of loners but also by a small
reduction in participants’ contribution (25.91 versus 25.73).

When we consider instead the game with punishment, participants increase
significantly their contributions when the compulsory play is introduced (C2 = 26.41
to C3 = 28.33, WX: p = 0.03). We speculate that the presence of punishment induces
participants to increase their contribution as a response of higher trust in the expected
cooperation of the group: if loners are expected to behave as free-riders when forced
to participate, they could be still induced to cooperate at least partially by
punishment, and this would suffice to support higher contributions from participants.
This explanation is supported by survey response to a question on trust (formulated
as in the World Value Survey), which becomes significant in explaining the
contribution in compulsory play when punishment is present (Tables S1 and S2 in
SI).

For what concerns loners, the data show that they are not free-riders and they
contribute something even when they are not under the threat of punishment. Also in
their case, punishment affects positively their willingness to cooperate as their
average contribution increases from 20.83 to 23.94. Using a MW test of differences
in distribution, we do not find a significant result (MW: 433.5, p = 0.1409): the test
uses the mean value of participants who did not necessarily behave as loners in both
stages. Using a Wilcoxon sign test with matched pairs instead, we find a significant
difference (WX: V = 54, p = 0.0467). In this case the test matches data of people who
can be identified as loners in both stages.

The WX test performs a matched pairs test which means that it considers only
those participants that were loners in both cases: here we see a significant difference,
which indicates that loners in the stage without punishment contribute less than in the
stage with punishment.

Figure 3 reports the variation (delta) between the contribution levels in the two
games as the difference between compulsory game and the corresponding optional
game. It is important to stress that to calculate the increase of contributions in the

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

−30 −20 −10 0 10 20 30 40
delta contributions

%

Loners Participants

PGG w/out punishment

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

−30 −20 −10 0 10 20 30 40
delta contributions

%

Loners Participants

PGG with punishment

Fig. 3 A positive delta (? 10 to ? 40, right side of plots) indicates that an individual increased the
contribution when moving from optional to the compulsory PGG. A negative delta (− 40 to − 10) indicates
the opposite. Bars count how many participants and loners respectively change their mind as a total of all
players. The bar on top of zero values, indicates no change. Left panel reports values for the delta in the no
punishment case, right panel for the punishment
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compulsory game for loners, we need to impose artificially the value of contributions
in the optional game as zero. The left panel relates to the PGG without punishment,
the right panel to the PGG with punishment. In the left panel, we see the highest bar
corresponding to zero delta, which is also the highest bar in the game with
punishment. This indicates that on average participants maintained more their zero
contribution level in the game without punishment. The pattern of those who reduce
their contributions are similar for participants in both figures, while we see higher
increase in contributions for participants in the game with punishment, confirming
our previous results: punishment makes participants and loners change their mind
more often. Again, loners appear not to be high contributors, but the increase toward
positive contribution levels is higher in the game with punishment.

3.3 Individual punishment behavior

We now report the punishment behavior in the optional and in the compulsory games
in more detail. In order to test HP 5, we explore also the presence of anti-social
punishment, defined by Herrmann et al. (2008) as the punishment in which the
punisher contributes less than, or the same amount, as the target of his/her
punishment. Other authors (Bochet et al., 2006), distinguish between ‘normal’ and
‘perverse’ punishment, where the latter is the one directed at the highest contributors
(contribution levels equal to 30 and 40) or at someone who has contributed more than
the average. In our setup, we use the first definition and call perverse the punishment
toward contribution levels equal to 30 or 40. Normal is instead the punishment
directed at contribution levels equal to 0 or 10. Finally, we study punishment of
maximal contributors, i.e. those contributing exactly 40.

3.3.1 Optional game

In the optional game, the average punishment expenditure invested by players
expressing each level of contribution and directed at all contribution levels and at
loners is reported in Fig. 4 (numerical data in Tables S4 and S5 of Supplementary
Material). The overall punishment expenditure is decreasing with the increase in the
contribution level of the target. Moreover, high levels of punishment are directed at
low contributors (left side of the figure) and are done by high contributors (green and
light blue lines). Thus, we can conclude that—on average—punishment is of
prevalently of the normal kind. However, we observe a positive level of punishment
expenditure directed at people contributing 30 and 40, indicating the presence of
some perverse punishment. Who is then responsible for perverse punishment?
Looking at the punishment inflicted by low contributors (0 and 10 contributors), we
notice that their punishment expenditure increases with the contribution of the target
for levels above 20. Thus, punishment of maximal contributors is done mainly by
low contributors (also called as free-riders). We conclude that:

Evidence 1 We observe perverse (anti-social) punishment in the optional public
goods game, where loners are not forced to participate. Low contributors engage in
perverse punishment.
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The punishment pattern is strikingly different for loners, who engage in very low
levels of punishment toward maximal contributors (violet line in Fig. 4, precise
values in Table S4 of Supplementary Material). This result is in sharp contrast with
HP 5 and the findings of Rand & Nowak (2011). Moreover, the punishment of loners
by all contribution levels (overall line in red), is affine to the one of low contributors.
It is worth stressing that cooperators do not seem to differentiate between the
behavior of loner and that of low contributors. The highest amount of punishment
expenditure is directed towards loners by high contributors (see green lines in Fig. 4
on the left corresponding to loners). The punishment of loners by loners is also low
(violet line is low at the left of the panel, at the x-tick mark corresponding to loners),
helping to shed further light on their typical strategy. Loners support their decision by
abstaining from punishing behaviours. Loners punish on average less than other
participants (but more than 0-contributors), confirming that their main objective is to
avoid interactions with the group. Summarizing findings concerning loners, we can
state that:

Finding 5 In the optional game, loners do not punish high contributors. We do not
confirm HP 5.

On the other hand,

Evidence 2 Loners do not punish other loners. High contributors punish loners and
low contributors similarly.

Studying the results of multivariate logit models on the decision to punish
maximal contributors and loners controlling for age, gender, and trust (Table 4), we
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Fig. 4 Optional game. Average punishment expenditure by level of contribution directed at all targets,
including loners
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find that high contributors do not punish their own type, while low contributors are
responsible for more punishment of high contributors. These results are robust when
we adopt as dependent variable the punishment expenditure directed at each target
contribution and at loners, and as regressors, contribution level of the punisher, both
with and without controls (Tables S6–S11). Further, from Table 4, we confirm that
the decision to opt-out is significantly and negatively related to the punishment of
maximal contributors, i.e., that loners are not responsible for perverse punishment
(Evidence 1). Finally, the opt-out decision is significantly and negatively related to
the punishment of loners, which confirms the evidence that loners do not punish
other loners (Evidence 2).

3.3.2 Compulsory game

In the compulsory game, punishment decreases by the contribution level of the target
(Fig. 5). For high and medium contributors, the higher the contribution of the
punisher, the lower the punishment of high contributors, i.e., punishment is
prevalently of the normal type. However, the opposite happens for low contributors

Table 4 Punishment of maximal contributors and loners: Optional game. (Logit Models)

Dependent variable

40 (maximal)-contributors Loners

(1) (2) (3) (4)

High contributors (C2) − 1.276���

(0.452)

Low contributors (C2) 1.333���

(0.457)

Opt-out − 1.402� − 1.530���

(0.773) (0.483)

Age 0.020 0.017 0.015 0.005

(0.015) (0.015) (0.014) (0.010)

Gender − 0.563 − 0.637 − 0.667� − 0.257

(0.426) (0.426) (0.398) (0.296)

Trust − 0.822�� − 0.781�� − 0.903�� 0.194

(0.391) (0.397) (0.369) (0.265)

E1 0.499 0.121 0.208 − 0.841��

(0.505) (0.490) (0.468) (0.330)

Constant − 0.199 − 0.704 − 0.182 0.493

(0.991) (1.015) (0.931) (0.723)

Observations 185 185 223 223

Akaike Inf. Crit 159.848 160.217 182.852 290.658

� p\0.1; �� p\0.05; ��� p\0.01
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which increase their punishment level as the target’s contribution increases. Similarly
to what observed for the optional game, low contributors are responsible for the
punishment of high contributors. Moreover, also in this case, loners do not punish
high contributors, while contributing only slightly less than the average.

In order to confirm who is responsible for the punishment of high contributors in
the compulsory game, we run a regression (Table 5) where the dependent variable is
the punishment expenditure of maximal contributors. Findings are, once again
similar to those discussed for the optional game: low contributors punish
significantly more high contributors, while high contributors do not punish maximal
contributors. The results are robust—with and without controls—when we set the
punishment expenditure directed at each target contribution and at loners as
dependent variable and, as regressors, the contribution level of the punisher
(Tables S11–S17 supplementary material). Finally, no significant relationship
emerges between loners and the punishment of high contributors.

In conclusion, results provide strong support against HP 5, i.e. that loners punish
anti-socially when forced to cooperate. We fail to replicate the results of Rand &
Nowak (2011).

4 Discussion

We explored the impact of optional play on contribution and punishment in the
public goods game. The combination of these institutional frameworks has been
largely overlooked in the experimental literature, which focused mainly on the
normative role of punishment as a tool to sustain cooperation. The role of the opt-out
strategy in real life relates to all situations in which people can decide not to
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Fig. 5 Compulsory game. Average punishment expenditure by level of contribution directed at all targets,
including loners
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participate rather than free-ride in a common project. The difference between these
two behaviours is significant since the person that decides to stay out does not show
an intention to take advantage of the others. Relatedly, we also study if and how the
introduction of a punishment institution affects the contribution of the community to
the common project, with and without the opportunity to opt-out of the interaction.

Previous research (Orbell & Dawes, 1993) suggests that the option to stay out of
the game increases cooperation, because it selects people with the real desire to
participate—and contribute—to the common project, while those unwilling to
contribute stay out of the game. In our experiments, while we see that contributions
are higher in the optional game with respect to the compulsory (without punishment),
we find this difference being non statistically significant, so we cannot confirm this
finding from the literature. Nevertheless, our experiment allows us to replicate the
results of Rand & Nowak (2011) that loners contribute significantly less than
cooperators when forced to participate.

Concerning punishment, the most important result is that its introduction is very
effective to increase cooperation, also with respect to the option to participate. When
we introduce this institutional feature significantly more cooperation is observed in
the compulsory game, but not in the optional game. We see high cooperation with
punishment in the compulsory game, because punishment influences the beliefs of

Table 5 Punishment of maximal
contributors: Compulsory game
(logit models)

Dependent variable

40 (maximal)-contributors

(1) (2) (3)

High contributors (C3) − 1.287���

(0.415)

Low contributors (C3) 1.431���

(0.448)

Optout(Part.2) − 0.208

(0.541)

Age 0.027� 0.028�� 0.023�

(0.014) (0.014) (0.013)

Gender − 0.291 − 0.377 − 0.428

(0.408) (0.406) (0.394)

Trust − 0.476 − 0.533 − 0.634�

(0.358) (0.368) (0.352)

E1 − 0.215 − 0.203 − 0.201

(0.454) (0.448) (0.438)

Constant − 0.889 − 1.785� − 0.991

(0.962) (0.995) (0.928)

Observations 223 223 223

Akaike inf. crit 178.988 179.349 188.874

� p\0.1; �� p\0.05; ��� p\0.01
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participants about the success of the public goods game and retaliation becomes a
credible threat. Participants expect higher contributions because of the presence of
punishment and the compulsory nature of participation. Participants trust the
punishment institution as a tool to force potential defectors to contribute, so they
expect higher contributions and consequently cooperate more on average. At the
same time, when punishment is introduced, optional play does not increase
cooperation anymore. Optional play suggests that someone can escape the
punishment, so participants in the optional game contribute less than in the
compulsory game, if there are expectations that loners are not punished as free-riders.

The latter does not seem to be the case: in fact cooperators show similar contempt
for the behaviour of loners and defectors, punishing both with the same intensity. At
the same time, an interesting picture emerges for loners. When forced to participate,
they do not behave as defectors, but their contribution is significantly lower than that
of a cooperator in the compulsory game. When we look at their punishment
behaviour, we confirm that the ultimate objective of loners is to avoid interactions:
they present the lowest possible level of punishment against all contribution levels
and, more importantly, they almost never punish other loners, indicating the
consciousness of their behaviour. The punishment behavior of loners is consistent
with their contribution decision confirming that loners are just subjects who prefer to
stay alone, as suggested by Garcia and Traulsen (2012).

We do not find evidence that loners are responsible for anti-social punishment
when forced to participate: they do not target high contributors for punishment.
Hence, we cannot confirm Rand & Nowak, (2011) result of loners’ anti-social
punishment.

A speculation about loners emerging from our experiment is that they do not trust
others sufficiently to engage in a cooperative enterprise, or they require more
personal information about the interacting partner in cooperation (which is excluded
in our experimental setup) (Garcia and Traulsen, 2012). The real challenge that
emerges from our results is to find the right incentives or social norms that succeed in
engaging loners into participation. By observing their punishment behavior, we can
exclude that they are anti-social or perverse punishers. Perverse punishment is done
chiefly by low contributors. This result is further confirmed because we observe anti-
social punishment also when loners are left free to be out of the game. Recent
theoretical analysis proposes social norms assigning different social stigma to loners
and defectors as vehicles to lead loners to cooperate (Podder et al., 2021).

While our results highlight the importance of studying optional play and
punishment together in social dilemma games, further research is needed to analyze
these situations in the lab and in the field. Particular attention should be devoted to
explore empirically the role of social norms, reputation and information (Podder
et al., 2021; Righi & Takács, 2022; Podder et al., 2021) in optional games of
cooperation with punishment.
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